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Abstract

In this note we describe efficient protocols to perform in parallel many reads and writes
in private arrays according to private indices. The protocol is implemented on top of the
Arithmetic Black Box (ABB) and can be freely composed to build larger privacy-preserving
applications. For a large class of secure multiparty computation (SMC) protocols, we believe
our technique to have better practical performance than any previous ORAM technique that
has been adapted for use in SMC. We also argue that for a significant class of SMC protocols,
our technique has better asymptotic performance than previous approaches.

1 Problem statement

In Secure Multiparty Computation (SMC), k parties compute (y1, . . . , yk) = f(x1, . . . , xk), with
the party Pi providing the input xi and learning no more than the output yi. For any function-
ality f , there exists a SMC protocol for it [Yao82, GMW87]. A universally composable [Can01]
abstraction for SMC is the arithmetic black box (ABB) [DN03]. The ideal functionality FABB

allows the parties to store private data in it, perform computations with data inside the ABB,
and reveal the results of computations. According to this description, it does not leak anything
about the results of the intermediate computations, but only those values whose declassification
is explicitly requested by the parties. Hence, any secure implementation of ABB also protects
the secrecy of inputs and intermediate computations. There exist a number of practical imple-
mentations of the ABB [BDNP08, DGKN09, BLW08, BSMD10, HKS+10, MK10], differing in
the underlying protocol sets they use and in the set of operations with private values that they
make available for higher-level protocols.

These ABB implementations may be quite efficient for realizing applications working with
private data, if the control flow and the data access patterns of the application do not depend
on private values. For hiding data access patterns, oblivious RAM (ORAM) techniques [GO96]
may be used. These techniques have their overhead, which is increased when they are combined
with SMC. Existing combinations of ORAM with SMC report at least O(log3 n) overhead for
accessing an element of an n-element array [KS14].

In this work, we propose a different method for reading and writing data in SMC according
to private addresses. We note that SMC applications are often highly parallelized, because
the protocols provided by ABB implementations often have significant latency. Hence it makes
sense to try to bundle several data accesses together. In the following, we assume that we
have private vector ~v of m elements. We provide two protocols on top of ABB: for reading
its elements n times, and for writing its elements n times. The asymptotic complexity of both
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protocols is O((m + n) log(m + n)), while the constants hidden in the O-notation should be
reasonable. These protocols could be interleaved with the rest of the SMC application in order
to provide oblivious data access capability to it.

In the following, we let JxK denote that some value has been stored in the ABB and is
accessible under handle x. We require the ABB to provide operations for doing arithmetic,
and comparing shared values. We let the notation JxK ⊗ JyK denote that the operation ⊗ is
performed with values stored under handles x and y. In ABB implementations this involves the
invocation of the protocol for ⊗.

We also require the ABB to provide oblivious shuffles. For certain ABB implementations,
these can be added as described in [LWZ11]. A more general approach is to use Waksman
networks [Wak68]. Given a shuffle JσK for m elements, and a private vector of length m, it is
possible to apply this shuffle to this vector, permuting its elements and producing a new private
vector. It is also possible to unapply the shuffle to this vector, performing the inverse permu-
tation of its elements. The complexity of the protocols implementing these ABB operations is
either O(m) or O(m logm) (for constant number of parties).

With oblivious shuffles and comparison operations, vectors of private values (of length n) can
be sorted in O(n log n) time and with reasonable constants hidden in the O-notation [HKI+12].
In our protocols, we let JσK← sort(J~v(1)K, . . . , J~v(r)K) denote that the private vectors J~v(1)K, . . . , J~v(r)K,
all of the same length, have been lexicographically sorted in non-decreasing order, with the or-
der between elements of ~v(1) being the most significant and the order of elements at certain
positions of ~v(r) being consulted only if the ~v(1), . . . , ~v(r−1) all have the same elements at these
positions. The sort-operation does not actually reorder these vectors, but produces an oblivious
shuffle JσK, the application of which to each ~v(i) would bring them to sorted order. See [LW14]
for a precise specification of sort. Also note that we require the sorting to be stable.

2 Protocol for reading

In Alg. 1, we present our protocol for obliviously reading several elements of an array. Given
an array ~v of length m, we let prefixsum(~v) denote a vector ~w, also of length m, where wi =∑i

j=1 vj for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Computing prefixsum(J~vK) is a free operation in existing ABB
implementations, because addition of elements, not requiring any communication between the
parties, is counted as having negligible complexity. We can also define the inverse operation
prefixsum−1: if ~w = prefixsum(~v) then ~v = prefixsum−1(~w). The inverse operation is even easier
to compute: v1 = w1 and vi = wi − wi−1 for all i ∈ {2, . . . ,m}.

We see that in Alg. 1, the permutation σ orders the indices which we want to read, as well
as the indices 1, . . . , n of the “original array” ~v. Due to the stability of the sort, each index of
the “original array” ends up before the reading indices equal to it. In apply(σ, ~u), each element
v′i of ~v′, located in the same position as the index i of the “original array” in sorted ~t, is followed
by zero or more 0-s. The prefix summing restores the elements of ~v, with the 0-s also replaced
with the element that precedes them. Unapplying σ restores the original order of ~u and we can
read out the elements of ~v from the latter half of ~u′.

The protocol presented in Alg. 1 clearly preserves the security guarantees of the implemen-
tation of the underlying ABB, as it applies only ABB operations, classifies only public constants
and declassifies nothing. Its complexity is dominated by the complexity of the sorting oper-
ation, which is O((m + n) log(m + n)). We also note that the round complexity of Alg. 1 is
O(log(m+ n)).

Note that instead of reading elements from an array, the elements of which are indexed
with 1, . . . ,m, the presented protocol could also be used to read the private values from a
dictionary, the elements of which are indexed with (private) Jj1K, . . . , JjmK. In this case, ti
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Algorithm 1: Reading n values from the private array

Data: A private vector J~vK of length m
Data: A private vector J~zK of length n, with 1 ≤ zi ≤ m for all i
Result: A private vector J~wK of length n, with wi = vzi for all i
J~v′K← prefixsum−1(J~vK)
foreach i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} do

JtiK← i
JuiK← Jv′iK

foreach i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do
Jtm+iK← JziK
Jum+iK← 0

JσK← sort(J~tK)
J~u′K← unapply(JσK; prefixsum(apply(JσK; J~uK)))
foreach i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do JwiK← Ju′m+iK
return J~wK

(where 1 ≤ i ≤ m) is not initialized with i, but with ji. Note that in this case, the algorithm
cannot detect if all indices that we attempt to read are present in the dictionary.

3 Protocol for writing

For specifying the parallel writing protocol, we have to fix how multiple attempts to write to
the same field are resolved. We thus require that each writing request comes with a numeric
priority ; the request with highest priority goes through (if it is not unique, then one is selected
arbitrarily). We can also give priorities to the existing elements of the array. Normally they
should have the lowest priority (if any attempt to write them actually means that they must
be overwritten). However, in case where the array element collects the maximum value during
some process (e.g. finding the best path from one vertex of some graph to another), with the
writes to this element representing candidate values, the priority of the existing element could
be equal to this element. This is useful in e.g. the Bellman-Ford algorithm.

We thus assume that there exists an algorithm compute priority which, when applied to an
element JwiK of the vector J~wK, as well as to its index i, returns the priority of keeping the
current value of wi. The parallel writing protocol is given in Alg. 2, with the bulk of the work
done in Alg. 3. The writing algorithm receives a vector of values J~vK to be written, together with
the indices J~jK showing where they have to be written, and the writing priorities J~pK. Alg. 2
transforms the current vector J~wK to the same form, and they both are given to Alg. 3 for
processing. The data are then sorted according to indices and priorities (with higher-priority
elements coming first). The vector J~bK is used to indicate the highest-priority position for each
index: bi = 0 iff the i-th element in the vector ~j′ is the first (hence the highest-priority) value
equal to j′i. Performing the second sort in Alg. 3 moves the highest-priority values to the first
m positions. The sorting is stable, hence the values correspond to the indices 1, . . . ,m in this
order. We thus have to apply the shuffles induced by both sorts to the vector of values ~v, and
take the first m elements of the result.

The writing protocol is secure for the same reasons as the reading protocol. Its complexity is
dominated by the two sorting operations, it is O((m+n) log(m+n)), with the round complexity
being O(log(m+n)). Similarly to the reading protocol, the writing protocol can be adapted to
write into a dictionary instead.
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Algorithm 2: Obliviously writing n values to a private array

Data: Private vectors J~jK, J~vK, J~pK of length n, where 1 ≤ ji ≤ m for all i
Data: Private array J~wK of length m
Result: ~w updated: values in ~v written to indices in ~j, if priorities in ~p are high enough

(see main text for complete specification)
foreach i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do

Jj′iK← JjiK
Jv′iK← JviK
Jp′iK← JpiK

foreach i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} do
Jj′n+iK← i
Jv′n+iK← JwiK
Jp′n+iK← compute priority(i, JwiK)

JwK := select highest priority values(J~j′K, J~v′K, J~p′K) ; // Alg. 3

Algorithm 3: Selecting highest-priority values into a private array of length m

Data: Private vectors J~jK, J~vK, J~pK of length N , where (i) ji ∈ {1, . . . ,m} for all i, and
(ii) for each k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} exists i, such that ji = k.

Result: Private vector J~wK of length m, where wk = x iff there exists i, such that ji = k,
vi = x, and pi = maxi′{pi′ | ji′ = k}

foreach i ∈ {1, . . . , N} do JqiK← −JpiK
JσK← sort(J~jK, J~qK)
J~j′K← apply(JσK; J~jK)
Jb1K← 0

foreach i ∈ {2, . . . , N} do JbiK← Jj′iK
?
= Jj′i−1K

JτK← sort(J~bK)
J~w′K← apply(JτK; apply(JσK; J~vK))
foreach i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} do JwiK← Jw′iK
return J~wK
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A possible optimization. Note that the most complex operations of Alg. 1 and Alg. 3 —
the sortings — do not depend on all inputs to these algorithms. Hence, we can reuse the shuffles
computed by those sortings, as long as we read from or write to the same places, with the same
priorities.

4 Discussion of performance and applicability

Using our algorithms, the cost of n parallel data accesses is O((m+ n) log(m+ n)), where m is
the size of the vector from which we’re reading values. Dividing by n, we get that the cost of one
access is O((1+ m

n ) log(m+n)). In practice, the cost will depend a lot on our ability to perform
many data accesses in parallel. Fortunately, this goal to parallelize coincides with one of the
design goals for privacy-preserving applications in general, at least for those where the used
ABB implementation is based on secret sharing and requires ongoing communication between
the parties. Parallelization allows to reduce the number of communication rounds necessary for
the application, reducing the performance penalty caused by network latency.

Suppose that our application is such that on average, we can access in parallel a fraction of
1/f(m) of the memory it uses (where 1 ≤ f(m) ≤ m). Hence, we are performing m/f(m) data
accesses in parallel, requiring O(m logm) work in total, or O(f(m) logm) for one access. Recall
that for ORAM implementations over SMC, the reported overheads are at least O(log3m).
Hence our approach has better asymptotic complexity for applications where we can keep f(m)
small.

Parallel random access machines (PRAM) are a theoretical model for parallel computations,
for which a sizable body of efficient algorithms exists. Using our parallel reading and writing
protocols, any algorithm for priority-CRCW PRAM (PRAM, where many processors can read
or write the same memory cell in parallel, with priorities determining which write goes through)
can be implemented on an ABB, as long as the control flow of the algorithm does not depend
on private data. A goal in designing PRAM algorithms is to make their running time polylog-
arithmic in the size of the input, while using a polynomial number of processors. There is even
a large class of tasks, for which there exist PRAM algorithms with logarithmic running time.

An algorithm with running time t must on each step access on average at least 1/t fraction of
the memory it uses. A PRAM algorithm that runs in O(logm) time must access on average at
least Ω(1/ logm) fraction of its memory at each step, i.e. f(m) is O(logm). When implementing
such algorithm on top of SMC using the reading and writing protocols presented in this note, we
can say that the overhead of these protocols is O(log2m). For algorithms that access a larger
fraction of their memory at each step (e.g. the Bellman-Ford algorithm for finding shortest
paths in graphs; for which also the optimization described above applies), the overhead is even
smaller.
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